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ELDER is an action RPG that places players at the heart of a mythic story of the Lands Between. By visiting
the world through the eyes of hero-like characters, you, the player, must wield the power of the Elden Ring

and restore the Earth to its former glory. As you make your way through the colorful world of the Lands
Between, you will unlock the memories of forgotten people and gain strength by destroying the darkness

that has surrounded them. WORLD & ENVIRONMENT: A vast world where open fields and five huge
dungeons are seamlessly connected. INNOVATIVE FORMS OF PLAY: An action RPG that puts player

interaction at its center. You can freely customize your character, equip various weapons, armor, and magic,
and connect with other players or travel together. ONLINE MULTIPLAYER: In addition to directly connecting

with other players and traveling together, you can enjoy an online experience that unfolds with the
memories of other players. DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED BY: The world is created by a group of people who

love to create new content. The battle system is unique and dynamic, providing players with a fresh
experience that allows player interaction and requires all players to participate in online battles.

DEVELOPED BY: The battle system is unique, and the game employs various technology in order to offer a
fresh experience to players. ※ About our Terms and Conditions 1. Our terms and conditions explain our
policies on playing our games. We hope you enjoy our games and we respect your time, but please be

aware that the rules of using our online services include the following. Our game rules include things that
you cannot do using an online service. ○ Providing stolen user information ○ Making public the location of
our websites ○ Copying text or images from our game without permission Also, for certain activities, we

may block or delete your user ID. ○ If we judge that you are under 18 years of age, we will delete your user
ID. ○ If you are aware that you are outside our jurisdiction, you may not use our services and our content. ○

If you breach these terms and conditions, your right to use our services may be immediately terminated.
Our game rules and our T&C page can be found on the following site.

Elden Ring Features Key:
RPG Living Chronicles:Feel the excitement of falling in love with your character. Enjoy leveling-up as the
main character in RPG life in the Kingdom of Aleroth and get acquainted with the many others players who

are willing to accompany you in your journey.
Unrivaled Online Play:Thrust into open-ended online play, you will experience fights, turn-based battles,

and other content while directly connecting with other players and traveling together.
Dual Role Combination:Become a Vilebody and then a Noblebody when using the Dual-Role system (a

feature new to this game). Battle monsters and take on foes in your own way!
Dynamic Battle System:Enjoy fighting the unsparingly determined and cunning opponents that populate

this world. Take on challenges that will test your skills and gain victory over an assortment of different
enemies.

Beside Bodies, Dual-Role Combination:Design a new character using the "Brave Body" and "Vilebody"
combinations (the features exclusive to Hero Rise) that come as bonuses to the Dual-Role system. Be a
"Vilebody," take down enemies with a vengeful appearance and then get a "Brave Body" like victory in

battle and become a "Noblebody."
Climaxes in battle:Experience the atmopshere of focus and expectancy as the fight strengthens and

becomes heated as the battle comes to a close. Watch in horror as the fate of both enemies and
combatants hangs on the balance.

Enchantment:Enchant weapons and armor, and learn over 200 enchanting recipes all at your own pace!
Learn how to abuse the weapon enchanting system and become an effective and stylish swordsman or
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archer using the Weapon Enchanting system. Make weapons look better with the help of over 200
enchanting recipes. Replenish Magic power and use various intelligent buffs and debuffs to fight optimally.
Non-stop adventure:Proceed down your path of adventure, development, and journey as you explore this

large and open world full of a variety of situations. Expect to encounter thrilling battles and memorable
stories.
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